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1 Introduction
Epistemic uncertainty widely exists in real-time systems that the precise nature of the
external environment, as well as the run-time behavior of the implemented platform,
cannot be predicted with complete certainty prior to deployment. However, systems
nevertheless must be designed and analyzed prior to deployment in the presence such
uncertainty — the widely-studied [3] Vestal model [12] for mixed-criticality work-
loads addresses uncertainties in estimating the worst-case execution time (WCET) of
real-time code. Different estimations, at different levels of assurance, are made about
these WCET values; it is required that all functionalities execute correctly if the less
conservative assumptions hold, while only the more critical functionalities are required
to execute correctly in the (presumably less likely) event that the less conservative as-
sumptions fail to hold but the more conservative assumptions do.

Here we briefly introduce some generalizations of the Vestal model, where de-
graded (but non-zero) level of services can be guaranteed for the less critical function-
alities even in the event of only the more conservative assumptions holding. If such
service degradation is represented by a shorter allowed execution for each job, or a
longer period, recent work has suggested some MC scheduling algorithms; while for
other degradation definition, we seek for further discussions perhaps with the industry.

2 Low Critical 6= Non Critical
The original Vestal model was very successful in dealing with the resource inefficiency
with the verification of mixed-criticality systems. However, this model has met with
some criticism from systems engineers; e.g., in the event of some (Hi criticality) jobs
executing beyond their less pessimistic WCET estimates, LO-criticality jobs are treated
same as non-critical jobs that no guarantees can be made to their service.

This desideratum was addressed in [1] by introducing an additional less pessimistic
WCET parameter for LO-criticality jobs – a guaranteed service level regardless of the
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behaviors/executions of HI-criticality jobs. Following the MC-Fluid framework [10]
that was shown to have the best possible speedup factor (4/3) [5] versus clairvoyant
optimal scheduler, we have identified in [4] a nice scheduler that handles such LO-
criticality service separately. MC-Fluid framework assumes fluid scheduling which
may involve too many preemptions.

The authors in [10] have suggested to follow the DP-Fair framework [6], while
we believe the number of preemptions can be hugely reduced if we follow Boundary
Fair [13] with well defined per-mode boundary setting at task release — see our recent
submission [7] for more details. EDF based methods maybe another option – some
recent work has studied the uni-processor scheduling case [11].

3 Is Degraded Utilization Good Enough?
The aforementioned schedulers may deal with a degraded utilization requirement for
LO-criticality tasks upon a mode switch. However, a shorter execution or a longer pe-
riod may not be enough (or proper) to guarantee certain level of service – a piece of
code may need the original estimated execution length to finish any single execution,
while the timeliness remains the same (i.e., the result is useful only when a job is fin-
ished within the same deadline conditions). A degraded service may be defined as the
allowance of certain portion of jobs to be dropped, while others remain the same exe-
cution time and deadline. This leads to the (m,k)-firm deadline scheduling problem, on
which there is no existing solution for mixed-criticality system schedulability analysis,
and may worth investigating — see our recent submission [8] for more details.
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